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August as the name stands, means something of great
importance. The month of August is very dear to us
Indians because two milestone events happened in
relation to our country’s struggle for freedom.
The Quit India Movement or the India August Movement
was launched by Mahatma Gandhi, demanding an end
of British rule. On 8 August 1942, Mahatma Gandhi
delivered a speech at the Gowalia Tank Maidan in
Mumbai (later rechristened as August Kranti Maidan),
where he made a call for “Do or Die.”
This movement compelled the Britishers to withdraw
from India. As a result, on 15 August 1947, India gained
independence from the British rule. Our ancestors had
to pay a huge price to gain this freedom.
We take this opportunity to
salute our great soldiers and
martyrs who have sacrificed
everything for us and our
country. Our men in uniform
undergo all the hardships so that
we people can sleep in peace.
Dear Friends, You are the youth
of today and will be the citizens
of tomorrow. You are the
powerhouse of infinite energy
and are the pride of our nation
and YOU can take India to the
next level to make it a global
superpower.
Let us all join hands and make a beautiful India sans poverty, casteism, terrorism, racism and corruption- JAI
HIND!

PATRIOTISM
Patriotism is a feeling of unconditional love and respect for one’s country. The spirit of patriotism seems to be
fading away these days. In the British period patriotism ran in the blood, got rooted into the heart and soul of the
Indians. People in the past have severed their countries and even laid their lives for it. Similar depth must be
achieved even today. Only then will a country grow and prosper. Once we acquire this level of patriotism, the
positive energy will flow, will flow in our soil, air, waters, trees, birds and animals. The entire nation will swing in
the rhythm of patriotism. Such an atmosphere develops a sense of deep loyalty among us. Only then we will
stand up to protect our count‘Vande Mataram’ - O Mother I bow to thee wrote Bankim Chandra Chatterjee, a
poet who penned the song to express his patriotic feelings in a famous novel ‘Anandmath’ Even today this slogan
sends shivers down my spine.
My eyes seem moist. Such are
the power of these words that
were written to spread the
message of patriotism.
No it’s not just the duty of a
soldier to do so. We need to
protect our country from evil
deeds, evil thoughts, evil
practices and much more. A
true patriot is the one who
works hard for the betterment
of his country. Great leaders
like netaji promoted Hindu
Muslim unity and tried to
banish
inequality.
Tilak
demanded for right to selfgovernment which brought
leadership among Indians.
Savitribhai Phule vigorously
worked for educating girl child. We must take inspiration from such great leaders and spread it as much as
possible. Just by celebrating the special days, the concept of patriotism does not develop. Every home, every
school, college, institution must instigate this message. It is then that such a feeling will be instilled in heart of
every citizen.
A nation where the youth loves the country will surely grow spiritually as well as economically. Vande MataramO mother I bow to thee.

Silence
It is a beautiful thing, the silence;
Not only it is the lack of sound,
But the presence of a positive essence,
The portrayal of shared understanding,
The token of pure conscience.
It is not only a measure of discipline,
But also the display of the immortal flame,
Of the fire that ignites from within.
It is the element that speaks the loudest,
When all speeches give in.
Yes, it is a beautiful thing, the silence,
The proof of ordinary miracle.
Tanay Sodha XB

Some months ago, Crossword Bookstore had organized a story writing competition to

motivate and uplift the talent of young authors. This competition was organized across
the cities of Bangalore and Mumbai.
Ms. Tapasya Narvekar, our Class 9-C student’s story was selected in top 52 stories
amongst the 42000 entries that had arrived and was published in the Book – ‘Young
Story Tellers – A collection of 52 Stories’.
The Library of Truths
When Hitler’s move over spoke, silence befell the world as dread and fear dawned upon
them. When the thunderous gunshot echoed all were chilled to the bones except one. A
young teen with ferocity roaring in her eyes and bravery enveloping her heart emerged.
In the dark folds of the night when Germany was enjoying the victory of Nazis, she awoke to the thought of
freedom. Draped in the cl oak that camouflaged in the shadows, she stealthily entered the most renowned yet
abandoned library. Only she knew that the reason for the victory of Nazis was hidden in the dark corners of the
library, to which no one had access. Hidden in the library were the secret weaponry and armoury plans. She
decided to steal on the Ides of March for a cause.
She looked at the vast never-ending shelves and wished to experience each tale. She had promised herself that
one day, she’ll claim her motherland and take in all that was rightfully hers, one of them were these invaluable
collections. She had to accomplish her task before dawn or else she would have to sacrifice herself. She took
notably long steps as she disappeared into the depths of the library.
As she was scurrying to the centre of the library, she saw four names engraved on a stone. The names were Elena
Saggitarius, Logan Saggitarius and lastly hers – Lillian Saggitarius. She blinked back tears as she remembered
those days when her parents -Elena and Roland sung her to sleep and most importantly her carefree,
affectionate, brother who died protecting het. She fought back tears and checked on her sobbing as she
remembered her task at hand.
She rendered further inside to the heart of the library. She immediately started searching for the documents she
had come to retrieve. After a few minutes of restless searching she came to a shelf where papers were hastily
tucked inside the pages of a book. In a heartbeat, she had the papers in her hand. They looked like ancient handmade paper, clearing every doubt about their invaluable importance. She hurriedly stuffed the papers in the
long-hidden pockets of her cloak and turned to leave but a regular piece of irregularly cut black sheet caught her
attention. She slightly picked up the books and slid the note onto her plan. Her pupils widened in shocked as she
read the words written on the sheet:
The master of the obsidian rings
Has a soul as black and poisonous as venom.
The wearer of the ring brings loyalty
As he also harnesses the rueful power
So, it was true, the rumours she had heard about the possessor of the rings who could control masses on his
fingertips. Her hands were trembling and a chill ran down her spine as she discovered the horrendous truth
about the leader’s influence so easily. She was still recovering when a voice boomed behind her.
‘You are too intelligent for your own cause,’ thundered the voice.
She almost shrieked as she recognised this unforgettable voice of her beloved brother, Logan. Her Knees turned
to jelly and he smirked as he circled her.
‘You thought I had died when my body was dragged across the musty floor,’ he said laughing.
‘Uhh, I lived long enough to understand where my true loyalties lay.’
She couldn’t speak but at last she muttered with a little courage she could muster, ‘I missed you. You are getting
me wrong. Together we can retrieve what was truly ours. I was too scared to act that god-damned night.’
With pride in his eyes he said, ‘I am loyal to my master.

How Vedic Mathematics Helped ISRO to Perfect Chandrayaan-2 Launch.
The spectacular launch of Chandrayaan-2 will be forever etched in all
our memories. But, little do we know that Vedic mathematics also had
a role to play in it. It has now emerged that ISRO consulted Govardhan
Matha, a Hindu monastery, to help dispel some doubts it had at the
time of the launch. Reportedly, ISRO scientists sought the advice of
Puri Shankaracharya Nischalananda Saraswati for his expertise in
Vedic math.

A reputed Vedic mathematician and scholar, Swami
Shankaracharya is the crowned head of the Govardhan
monastery since 1992 and the 145thShankaracharya of the order. According to Shankaracharya, there is an
important connection of water and Earth to Moon in Vishnu Puran and Shrimad Bhagwat Geeta.
“As per the Bhishma Parva or the Book of Bhishma, the sixth books in the epic Mahabharata, the diameter of the
Moon is 11,000 yojana (1 yojana = approx 12.2 km), and its circumference is 33,000 yojana. These were some of
the Vedic calculations that the scientists hoped to incorporate into the lunar mission," the Shankaracharya told.

Biologists find world's first organism with non-photosynthesizing chlorophyll
Scientists have discovered the world's first organism that can produce
chlorophyll but does not perform photosynthesis.
The unprecedented animal is called a corallicolid because it is found in
70 percent of the planet's corals.
“This is the second most abundant cohabitant of coral on the planet and
it hasn’t been seen until now,” said study co-author Patrick Keeling. “This
organism poses completely new biochemical questions. It looks like a
parasite, and it’s definitely not photosynthetic. But it still makes
chlorophyll.”
"Having chlorophyll without photosynthesis is actually very dangerous because chlorophyll is very good at
capturing energy, but without photosynthesis to release the energy slowly it is like living with a bomb in
your cells," Keeling said.
Corallicolids can be found in the gastric cavity of a variety of reef-building corals, as well as black corals, fan
corals, mushroom corals, and anemones. They are part of a vast group of parasites, also known as
apicomplexans, that have a cellular compartment called a plastid where photosynthesis takes place.
While coral reefs were known to contain several apicomplexans, the most common one was being
overlooked. Corallicolids were not only found to have a plastid, but were surprisingly found to contain all
four plastid genes used in chlorophyll production
Corallicolid is a member of a large phylum of parasites named Apicomplexa. Members of the phylum use an
organelle called a plastid, a membrane-bound organelle where cholorphyll is produced and photosynthesis
takes place.
"It's quite a head scratcher," said lead study author Waldan Kwong, a UBC postdoctoral research fellow.
"We don't know why these organisms are holding on to these photosynthesis genes. There's some novel
biology going on here, something we haven't seen before."

What

means to me……

Living in India; a free country,
gives me a sense of security and
inspires me to contribute to
India’s progress in every small way
possible – Aadishree Kale 9 C

Independence to me means
shaping my life the way I want.
It is a state of mind where I feel
uncontrolled. I can make my life
better. It is a positive feeling for
me. - Kripita Mody 10 C

We don’t realize how big
the word ‘Independence
‘is, but it was so big for
our forefathers!
– Darsh Shetty 6 A

To me Independence emerges
from deep within my heart and
makes my soul dance with joy
- Avantika Mishra 8 B

Independence is freedom Independence
is pride. Independence is democracy
Independence is sovereignty.
Independence is justice Independence
is peace. – Kalpesh Nalawade 7 B

Independence, according to me, is
being absolutely free. When nothing
holds me back from achieving my goals,
I am free. I write my own destiny. This
makes me better as a person and as a
citizen. – Sneha Nair 10 A

We should have the
freedom to be truthful,
respectful and helpful
to each other. Pranav Nair 6 A

To me, independence means the feelings that
arise from my heart and when I stand with
pride, proud of my country. It gives me an
emotion of happiness, and joyfulness to know
that we were triumphant in attaining victory
from the British. My chest swells with pride
and a patriotic feeling creeps into my heart.
– Yesha Dedhia 10 C

“Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high”
To me, Independence is being free from the old thoughts
and superstitions. Independence is not a one day
celebration but it is a processional nationalism invoked in a
person every day. Independence means reaching heights
without fear. It is a mind-set of being unlocked from the
past to enter a beautiful yet unknown future.
Independence is not just a word but it is an emotion and
expression. – Spriha Pawar 10 C

While Independence gives
you many rights and
freedom, it also gives you a
feeling of pride.
– Heetej Jagatia 9 C

Independence according to me is
freedom from being told what is
wrong and what is right. Freedom
from being judged by people. Freedom
to become what I want to be.
Independence to me is being free from
the limits of people’s mind-set and
their control. - Taha Kapadia 10 A

Independence to me means the
freedom to express oneself and
to make our own choices. It also
means to do our rights and
duties and live our own life and
make our own decisions.
– Aarav Daga 7 B

Independence means freedom – freedom
of thoughts, freedom of speaking and
freedom of action. Freedom or
Independence does not only mean
Independence from the British. It means
Independence of your mind, body and
soul. – Shrestha Dash 7 B

Independence to me means where an individual
can express what he truly feels without any
fear. Independence is when my heart swells
with pride because I am proud of the growth of
our country, of our nation. Independence to me
is Freedom, Equality, Integrity and
Brotherhood. When we celebrate our
freedom of speech and expression.
– Shreya Basu 9 C

Independence to me means freedom to
express what’s there on one’s mind,
where the right to freedom of speech is
not restricted by any kind of social
pressures or fear. – Tanay Sodha 10 B

Story of part 1 and 2 (Published in June and July Issue): Seven young astronauts were
sent on a space mission from Earth to the Andromeda Major Galaxy. A sudden
malfunction in the spaceship causes it to speed up, incredibly so, and change it
course, the destination becoming Leo II, a dwarf galaxy. After facing a huge number
of difficulties, they manage to land on a plan, where a whole new adventure awaited.
Another World: The Final Part
The tiny, humanoid creatures had formed a circle around the seven astronauts, and were now
muttering in low, rather melodious voices, glancing at them occasionally. Apparently having made a decision,
one of them stepped forward, a female by her looks. Her eyes gleamed as she gazed at the seven. In one fluid
motion, she snapped her petite hand, and spoke something out loud. A wreath of fire appeared around the
astronauts’ hands, handcuffing them. Magic. It existed.
Aadya let out a strangled gasp. “Take this off immediately!”, Zoë yelled, struggling to get her hands free. The
magic wielder only cocked her head, and gestured for them to follow her. The seven looked at each other. They
had no choice but to do as they were told. The other creatures surrounded them, as they began their journey.
The planet was beautiful, Aadya decided, though rather empty. Were there no more of these creatures?
Suddenly, the group stopped. From Aadya ‘s left, another creature stepped forward, this one most definitely a
male, with cropped raven hair, and eyes silver and gold. He clapped his hand in a rhythmic beat, and
immediately, light flashed. Where they could earlier only see barren land, a palace appeared, made of crystalline
turquoise stone, gleaming proudly in the red haze of the LMi.
The seven, with their convoy, arrived at the gate. It opened silently. A long corridor stretched in front of them.
Aadya could only stare in awe as they were led through it. At the very end stood a throne, huge , compared to
the tiny figure sitting on it. The silver circlet resting on her white blonde hair marked her queen. With a wave of
her hand, she sent floating glasses of some liquid toward them. Aadya sniffed hers, and then deeming it safe,
drank it. It was mostly tasteless, with an undertone of something else. The queen began speaking. Suddenly
Aadya could understand all that unknown language meant. “Something in the water” Zhi Rou whispered.
“…..the king, yes, he hails some unknown ailment. The only cure lies in a maze that cannot be entered in by our
kind. If you, manage to crack it, well, you are free to go.”
“If not? “Zoë dared to ask?
“The dungeons are not pretty. Alastair here will show you the maze”.
They were led to the maze, with duffel bag full of supplies and a small lamp .Walking through the gate, Aadya
took out the makeshift tracker from her pocket. Their destination was only a turn away. The object was right in
front of them, a short distance of a hundred metres. Aadya frowned. It couldn’t be that easy.”Stop!, She yelled.
But Zoe had already stepped a few metres forward. Something surged up from beneath her. A creeper latched
onto her, keeping her in place. Zoe didn’t even scream. She only opened the lamp, and slowly burned the
creeper away, barely getting harmed herself.
Now that the seven were aware of the traps, there was little that could stop them. They threw their supplies at
every tile before they stepped on it, and every step they took was with extreme caution. When they finally
reached the object, the path behind them was full of open traps. The “object” was nothing but a blooming
flower, turquoise ,with black stripes. Aadya lifted her hand to touch it, and as soon as she did, she , with the rest
of the seven, was teleported back to the throne room. The queen rushed towards them, and without even a
word of thanks, snatched the flower away.
Minutes later, she came back, her eyes glistening with gratitude. Aadya offered a weak
smile.”You are welcome to stay here for as long as you like. Your spaceship has been repaired,
some modifications done. You can leave as per your wish.” the queen said.
“We would like to take leave” Zoe said. Aadya grinned. “Earth awaits”.
Shreya Basu – 9C
The End

EVENTS
Those who wish to sing always find a song .The Inter-House Singing Competition was held for the students of
Class 6 to 10. Jokang House were the winners of this competition.

Inter-class Skit Competition was held for the students of Class 6 to 9. It was indeed an exemplary performance
by our students and Class 6-C were the winners of this competition.

Inter
House
Poster/Slogan
Writing Competition was held
for the students of Class 4 and 5.
Our students showcased their
artistic skills with an array of
posters. The winners were Parth,
Naisha and Tapassya (Class 4),
Lavanya, Kritika, Preksha and
Hrushith (Class 5)

Collage Competition was held for the students of Class 1 to 3. It was like a photo album with a collage of
colours. The winners were Ditika,Palak,Maanit (Class1), Vinisha,Sarayu,Nidhi (Class2), Soham,Eshal,Khushi
(Class3)

Independence Day was celebrated in our school
with great fervour and there was a feeling of
patriotism when our national tricolour flag was
unfurled. Our school toppers - 2019 were felicitated
during this event.

In September….





Sub Juniors Inter House Show & Tell Competition – 19th September
Juniors Inter House Hasya Kavita & Middle School History Quiz Competition- 20th September
Senior School Inter House Advertisement & Middle School Hindi Elocution Competition – 27th September
Seniors Inter House Solo & Group Singing Competition – 2nd August
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